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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1: Introduction
Welcome to the Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing Start Guide. This guide describes the
installation, configuration and usability of Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing utility. Please review
this guide carefully before using the product.

1.1 How This Guide is Organized
Chapter 1:

Identifies the users and history of the document and supplies support and reference
information.

Chapter 2:

Contains a brief description of Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing.

Chapter 3:

Provides instructions for downloading and deploying Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing.

Chapter 4:

Explains how to run Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing.

Chapter 5:

Discusses how to optionally integrate Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing.

Chapter 6:

Explains how to view Nastel XRay information on Android mobile devices.

Index:

Contains an alphanumeric cross-reference of all topics and subjects of importance.

1.2 History of This Document
Table 1-1. Document History
Release Date

Document Number

Version

Summary

April 2020

XR/MQ 100.001

1.0

Initial release.

1.3 Release Notes
See README.htm files in your installation.

1.4 Intended Audience
This document is intended for personnel administering or using IBM MQ. The user should be familiar
with:
•

The target operating system environment.

•

Procedures for installing software on the target platform.

•

Configuring and using IBM MQ Queue Managers.

1.5 Technical Support
For technical support, visit the Nastel Resource Center. You can contact us at
https://www.nastel.com/company/contact-us/, or via live chat at the original registration link.

XR/MQ 100.001
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Chapter 2: About Nastel XRay for IBM MQ Tracing

Chapter 2: About Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ
Tracing
2.1 Introduction
The purpose of the Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing utility is to analyze applications making MQ
calls and determine their behavior. Examples of the value of tracing include:
a) Tracking individual application calls:
•

Identify applications doing “unnecessary” calls
o

•

•

•

Inefficient logic

Identify applications not conforming to “standards”
o

Not providing expiry

o

Not resetting message ID

Observe timings of calls based on different scenarios
o

Persistence

o

Different environments

Verify correct processing of error conditions
o

Queue Full, Queue not found, etc.

b) Summarize application calls:
•

Identify Patterns

c) Problem determination:
•

What is the application actually doing?

Many other use cases are possible and while outside the scope of this document, these MQ events can
be used as part of business transaction tracking scenarios.

XR/MQ 100.001
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2.2 Configuration Overview
There are four components that make up Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing:
1) A repository for holding the application trace data.
2) The graphical interface to present the data. This document provides a walkthrough of the basic
capabilities in 3.3 Your First Log In and additional details can be found in the Nastel XRay
documentation.

NOTE

At this point, sample repositories are available for viewing. Use these samples to preview the data you will be able
to collect after completing steps 3 and 4 below.

3) An instance of the Nastel XRay collector running on at least one server. The setup and
configuration of this is covered in Chapter 4: Installing the Nastel XRay Data Collector.
4) A queue manager running applications that you would like to trace. You will need to configure
which data to collect. For more information, see Chapter 5: Configuring the Queue Manager.

Figure 1. Configuration Overview

This document starts with setting up the repository since it is fundamental to all workflows. An
introduction is then provided based on the sample data. The discussion is completed with how to add
your data by configuring the collector and IBM MQ.

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Chapter 3: First Steps
3.1 Installing Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing
The Nastel XRay Express zip file, XRayExpress.zip, contains everything you need. This file is available for
download as part of the registration process. This file can be downloaded on Windows or Linux; use of
Docker containers is not currently available on Windows. Data collectors can be run on either.
After unzipping the file, you will have the directory, install_dir/XRayExpress, containing
samples and execution scripts used throughout this document.

3.2 Creating an On-premise Repository
This document covers installing a basic on-premise installation using Docker. This single server
installation is targeted at introductory usage. All components can be scaled up to support massive
environments, which is not covered in this document.
In order to run as a Docker container, the following minimum requirements must be met:
•

Docker-supported Linux operating system

•

16 GB of RAM

•

4 virtual processors

•

Docker installed and executable by the user without using sudo or other user switching options.
Verify using Docker -v to report the Docker version.

The XRayExpress/docker folder contains the scripts to run the Docker containers. If running on a
different server than you downloaded to, copy the entire Docker folder, making the shell scripts
executable (chmod +x *.sh).
There are 6 scripts including a menu to assist with setup. The scripts can be executed directly or from
the menu.
To launch the menu, run xray_menu.sh. The following options are presented:
1. Deploy XRay Express containers
2. Display container status
3. Stop XRay Express containers
4. Start XRay Express containers
5. Clean XRay Express containers
6. Remove XRay Express images
7. Exit

Deploy Nastel XRay Express Containers
Executes the new_xray.sh script which downloads the Docker images, creates the containers and
executes them. This is typically run once and then subsequent usage is done with stop and start
options. This step will take approximately 5 minutes to complete.
If you have been provided alternative licenses, copy them to the License folder before running the
new_xray.sh script.
You will be prompted for the XRay advertised host name. Enter the host (host name or IP address) that
you are using for your XRay environment. You will also be prompted to select a dashboard for the
sample repository. Select the MQ dashboard to get the examples described in this document.
XR/MQ 100.001
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The script will suspend periodically to allow the configuration of the environment to complete, please
let it finish completely.
Once complete, you can continue to 3.3 Your First Log In using the hostname you provided above, such
as: http://myserver:8080/xray
If you want to avoid prompting, you can run this script directly. In this you can also specify the IP/host
as the first parameter (./new_xray.sh 12.34.456.78). You can specify the full name of a dashboard as a
2nd parameter. This must be in the dashboards folder and can be one of the samples provided or one
obtained separately.

Display Container Status
This shows the status of the various containers using a Docker command. It includes all active
containers on this system. Note that it is normal to see the init container stopped after initial
deployment is completed.

Stop Nastel XRay Express Containers
Executes the stop_xray.sh script which will stop the containers. After stopping, they can be restarted
with the start option.

Start Nastel XRay Express Containers
Executes the start_xray.sh script which will start the containers previously created. It can be used to
restart a single container that has stopped since active instances are skipped.

Clean Nastel XRay Express Containers
Executes the clean_xray.sh script which deletes the containers from Docker and removes the working
folder. This is typically done when you would like to start over. The containers must be stopped before
running clean.

Remove XRay Images
Executes the remove_xray.sh script which removes the Docker images that were downloaded. The
images must be cleaned before running the remove option.

Exit
Exits the script

NOTE

You are now done setting up your repository and can either review the sample data or move on to configuring IBM
MQ to collect your own data.

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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3.3 Your First Log In
In your browser, go to the URL provided and enter your user information to log in.

Figure 2. Logging In

When logging in for the first time, you will be given several options.

Figure 3. Landing Page

Select Go to Dashboard and optionally check the Never show again box to skip this landing page and go
directly to your dashboard when logging in. You can review the demos now or at a later time by clicking
Explore a Demo. The Analyze Your Data option is not applicable for the MQ tracing data being
processed.
To continue viewing the sample repository, select Sample-IBM_MQ_Tracing from the Repository dropdown menu (see Figure 4 below). Please note that there are other sample repositories available to view
from the Repository drop-down menu.

XR/MQ 100.001
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Figure 4. Sample-IBM_MQ_Tracing Repository

Once this is done, you will be presented with a small set of sample data that provides insight into some
of the capabilities of the interface.

3.3.1 MQ Call Analysis
If not selected, click on the dashboard tab, MQ Call Analysis. This section will walk through the various
areas of the page (referred to as viewlets).

Figure 5. MQ Call Analysis

At the top is a summary viewlet. In this case, this shows a summary of all of the MQ calls captured by
the queue manager. In this sample, there are 463 calls in queue manager QM_A and 253 in QM_B. A
new summary will automatically be created for new queue managers as they are added.
The next viewlet located immediately below and on the left side of the screen is MQ Calls by Type. This
viewlet breaks down the MQ calls collected by their type.

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 6. MQ Calls by Type

In this case, we can see a lot of MQOPEN, MQCLOSE and MQCONNX calls which may be interesting
sometimes, but in many cases, you will want to focus on the puts and gets. That could be done by
modifying the query run to display the data or in the data collected itself. Both topics will be covered
later.
The viewlet located on the top right of the screen is MQ Object Breakdown. Displays what queues were
used, but it could contain topics and other objects for some call types. You can view this data in a larger
window by clicking the tear off icon
located in the upper right corner of the viewlet.
This viewlet shows the total MQ calls against each MQ queue. The legend at the bottom shows the
details. Hover over a bar to view the name. Queue names are combined across queue managers, giving
total operations for a given queue, regardless of which queue manager it is on.

Figure 7. MQ Object Breakdown

XR/MQ 100.001
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Scroll down to view the Persistence Percentages viewlet which displays the breakdown by persistence.
Many organizations require persistent messages, so this viewlet would be useful to identify which
applications are sending non-persistent messages.

Figure 8. Persistence Percentages

You can easily drill into the data to see which queues were in this group. In all viewlets, you can drill in
by clicking on the piechart or the bar chart. Clicking the non-persistent portion of the chart opens a new
window at the bottom of the display showing the non-persistent calls.

Figure 9. Persistence Percentages – Event Details

Queue names are displayed in the 4th column. You can also view the time the call completed, the
application that made the call, the call itself and related information such as the process time. In this
case, all are MQGET calls. If you look back at the query in the piechart, you will see it is set to filter only
MQGET and MQCALLBACK in the data, using “where EventName IN ('MQGET', 'MQCALLBACK').” You
can sort the columns by clicking on the heading or rearrange as desired.
To close this popup window, click on the X on the corner of the Event Details viewlet tab or on the word
Console in the middle of the page.
The next viewlet on this page is MQ Calls over Time, which shows a chart of the MQ calls being done
over the latest day, limited to gets and puts using “Get number of events for latest day where
eventname in ('MQGET', 'MQCALLBACK', 'MQPUT', 'MQPUT1') …”

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 10. MQ Calls Over Time

The scroll bar at the top and right hand side can be used to change the amount of data shown and the
specific time range in question. These scroll bars also appear in bar and column charts as well. A unique
line is included for each queue manager, queue combination. Add additional filtering to review specific
instances. You can also click on the legend to turn a specific resource off and on.
One final view on this page is the MQ Calls by Application. This viewlet will be useful in determining
which applications are being traced.

Figure 11. MQ Calls by Application

XR/MQ 100.001
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To see details of which calls or which resources are associated with these calls, you can click on a
segment to see the details. If you prefer a pie chart, you can click the chart icon
on the top right
corner and select it.

3.3.2 MQ Error Analysis
Clicking the MQ Error Analysis tab brings up a dashboard with details specific to MQ errors that are
occurring. At the top is a summary similar to what we saw on the previous page, but now there are two
summaries. The first shows the total number of MQ errors by MQ manager and the second shows the
total number by MQ error code.

Figure 12. MQ Error Analysis

Below the summary are 2 viewlets that provide additional details about the errors. On the left is a pie
chart breaking down the errors versus the total number of calls. In this case, 60 requests resulted in an
error, just over 8 percent.

Figure 13. MQ Calls by Completion Code

And on the right, the MQ Exception List bar chart shows the breakdown of the errors by type. In this
case, the majority were inhibited put events. As in the previous example, you can link to see which
requests these were.

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 14. MQ Exception List

3.3.3 Search for Message Data
The next viewlet to explore is Search for Message Data. When you click on this tab, a dialog will be
presented.

Figure 15. Search for Message Data

This viewlet has been configured to request what message content it should look for. Enter the value,
Payment, into the field and click Save. The viewlet will refresh and display the matching requests.

XR/MQ 100.001
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Figure 16. MessageData Search

You can select the envelope icon

next to the message preview to view the entire message.

\
Figure 17. Message

This viewlet is useful when needing to locate specific content from the messages, but you are unsure
which queues were traversed through. When you want to search more than just the payload, you can
use the general search field.

Figure 18. Search Field

This will search across all data elements, including the payload, but also the queue name, queue
manager name, user, and so on.

3.3.4 DLQ Message Flows
The next dashboard to review is DLQ Message Flows. Clicking on this tab presents 2 similar viewlets.
These viewlets introduce 4 important concepts.
First, the query is against activities, Get activities. If you look back at the previous examples, they
looked at events, which as noted, were the individual MQ calls. An activity is a collection of events that
have been grouped together because they are related. For example, all of the puts and gets related to a
specific message or messages. The second to last column on the right, EventCount, shows the number
of events in that activity.
You may notice that there are fields that are not specific to MQ that are being shown. To customize this
to a subset of fields that you are interested in, you can use a schema. An MQ schema has already been
created. To select it, right click on the DLQ Message Flows dashboard tab, and select Configure. On the
Change Layout dialog box, select MQ Messages from the Schema drop-down.
© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Figure 19. MQ Messages Schema

At this point the screen will reflect the MQ specific fields.
Next, the query says, from Sampling. Sampling is a set name and represents a subset of the data
collected, and in this case, Sampling refers to the queues being processed (the sampling queues).
The next concept is an objective, that met Completed. An objective is a condition that is evaluated
regarding a specific workload. In this case Completed is an objective that says all of the events of this
activity have to complete without any errors.

Figure 20. DLQ Message Flows

Clicking on the Event Count for any of the activities on the Sampling Success viewlet will bring up those
events. Select the first activity that took just over 20 seconds. By default, the view is sorted by the start
time of the MQ calls. Sorting by the end time provides better sequencing. To do this, simply click on the
EndTime header.

Figure 21. Sampling Success - Activity Details

In this viewlet, we see the entire flow of this particular message. It was put by amqsput.exe, processed
by the sending and receiving channels (TO_QM_B) and finally read by amqsget.exe.
XR/MQ 100.001
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Another field to highlight is MessageAge, this is the time between when the application put the
message and when it was processed. We can see that the message flowed over the channel quickly, but
20 seconds elapsed before amqsget.exe read it.
As expected, all of the operations completed without errors.
Clicking on the Event Count for the activity in the Sampling Failures viewlet on the right shows a
different result. Resort the display as done in the previous example.

Figure 22. Sampling Failures – Activity Details

This shows a total of 9 events, and while the beginning is the same, when the receiving channel tried to
place the message on the queue, it received a 2053, Queue full condition. The channel was set to retry
which it attempted but eventually was not able to deliver the message and it ended up on the dead
letter queue.

3.3.5 Process Flow with 1 Queue
The remaining 3 dashboards are graphical representations called topologies. The simplest of these is
the viewlet on the Process Flow with 1 Queue dashboard.

Figure 23. Process Flow with 1 Queue

This shows a simple flow where a single queue was used and messages were put and read off by a pair
of applications. We see the start, amqsput.exe, the end amqsget.exe and the queue manager and
queue involved, QM_A and PROCESS.QUEUE. The annotations show the call counts and timings. The
put, represented by the arrow flowing from amqsput.exe to PROCESS.QUEUE, was very fast, on average
25 microseconds. The get on the other hand took an average around 3 seconds. The average time for
the operation was also approximately 3 seconds.
A reason for the get being longer than the total time can be related to granularity of the MQ statistics.

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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3.3.6 Request Reply Flow
A scenario which is more interesting is when there are multiple queues involved. The Request Reply
Flow dashboard has an example of this.

Figure 24 Request Reply Flow

In this case, there are 2 messages involved and 3 programs, typical of a request/response or store and
forward applications. The nsrpl.exe program reads the original message and forwards a new message
with the response to another queue. Here we can see that the puts to the queues happen very fast, and
that nsrpl.exe read the message, on average after 17 seconds. The final leg to amqsget.exe from the
reply queue took an additional 5 seconds.
Another common objective is a Service Level. This is used to compute the period of time that is
considered acceptable to complete the activity. SLA usage is more common when moving beyond just
tracing to following business logic.

3.3.7 Payment Over Channel
The final sample, the Payment Over Channel dashboard, includes an MQ channel. Tracking channels is
useful when trying to see how messages are processed. It is also useful when tracking activities with
third parties.

Figure 25. Payment Over Channel

This example is more complex than the previous ones we have seen as it includes the 2 applications plus
a sender channel from QM_A to QM_B and the receiver on QM_B.
On QM_A, amqsput.exe places the message on a remote queue, REMOTE.TO.PAYQ, which ends up on a
transmission queue, QM_B, which is read by the receiver channel and sent over the network. At this
point, the receiver channel gets the message and places it on the target queue, PAYMENT.QUEUE,
XR/MQ 100.001
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before finally being read by amqsget.exe. As in the previous examples, we can see the timings for each
hop as well as the complete end to end elapsed time.

3.4 Configuring Your Own dashboards
Now that you have seen the previous examples, you will want to configure your repository for your MQ
data. For this section, return to your own repository by selecting it from the repository dropdown.
When using the Docker instance, this will be DefaultRepo.

Figure 26. Select Your Repository

© 2020 Nastel Technologies, Inc.
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Chapter 4: Using the Nastel XRay Express Data
Collector
4.1 Pre-requisites
If you have not already unzipped the XRayExpress.zip file, download and unzip it. Copy it to the system
you want to run the collector on. See Section 3.1 for more information.
Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing requires:
•

Target queue manager running
o Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing can be installed on the MQ server or as an MQ
client.
▪ The MQ client library is not required to be installed when running remotely to
the queue manager, the package contains required client libraries.
o The Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing installation machine must be running one
of the supported platforms (AIX, Linux, Solaris, Windows).

•

Set JAVA_HOME to the installed version of Java.

4.2 Configuring Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ
Tracing
4.2.1 Creating my_tnt4j.properties
In the run folder, the member XRay_tnt4j.properties is a template that can be used to create custom
properties for your usage. The easiest way to do this is to run XRay_setup.sh or XRay_setup.cmd. You
can either supply the parameters or it will prompt you for them.
Syntax: XRay_setup.sh URL TOKEN
URL: the URL for your on-premise local URL
Examples: http://myserver:6580
TOKEN: the DefaultToken provided during registration
Example: 9ad9a6aa-bb5d-4ef4-a7fa-Et0835b6b8dc DefaultToken
On completion, you will have a new file called my_tnt4j.properties in the run folder.
Alternatively, you can manually copy XRay_tnt4j.properties to my_tnt4j.properties, making the
changes as outlined.

4.2.2 Modifying XRayMQ_parser.xml
In the folder run/ibm-mq-trace-events, edit the member XRayMQ_parser.xml:
1) Change the following to match your queue manager name:
<property name="QueueManager" value="YOUR_QM"/>
2) If you plan to use the mqat.ini file, no additional changes are required. If you plan to use a
subscription, change the member as outlined in the comments. This sample is configured to use the
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default activity trace event queue. If you choose to use a different technique after completing Chapter
5, you may need to come back and change this.
3) If connecting remotely to the queue manager and/or credentials are required, supply the channel
information, user and password.
<!-- these are required if connecting remote or removed for
local connection -->
<property name="Channel" value="[CHANNEL]"/>
<property name="Host" value="[HOST]"/>
<property name="Port" value="1414"/>
<!-- user and password as required by the MQ Queue Manager -->
<!--<property name="UserName" value="[USER_NAME]"/>-->
<!--<property name="Password" value="[USER_PASS]"/>-->
4) All other changes are optional and can be completed at a later time.
5) If you want additional queue manager data or subscriptions, repeat the <stream> section as many
times as required, setting a unique value for stream name for each. A single instance of the Nastel data
collector can collect data from many queue managers, local or remote. Alternately, you can connect to
a single queue manager and forward events from all other queue managers to it.
6) Save your changes. Now return to your repository to view data based on the data from your topics
(Section 3.3.1).

4.2.3 Executing Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing
Collector
To start the data streaming process, from the run/ibm-mq-trace-events, execute either run.bat or
run.sh. Using the options supplied, it will connect to the queue manager(s) specified and wait for data.
If you see any error messages during startup, correct them and repeat. Additional logging information
can be found in the logs folder, in XRay-streams.log.
When you add additional queue manages to the XRayMQ_parser.xml or make any other changes, you
will need to stop and restart the collector.
At this point, the next step is to configure the queue manage to produce the required tracking data.
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Chapter 5: Configuring the Queue Manager
5.1 Pre-requisites
Nastel XRay Express for IBM MQ Tracing requires:
•

Target queue manager running
o The MQ Queue Manager must be a version that supports activity trace events. If you
have an MQ Appliance, it does support activity trace events.
o Review the following section on how to collect MQ data and determine if you will be
using the system queue or a subscription to collect data. For further information, please
see the following link:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSFKSJ_9.1.0/com.ibm.mq.mon.d
oc/q037520_.htm

5.2 Options for Activating Application Activity Events
There are three options for activating application activity events and which option to use is dependent
on the specific case you want to track.

5.2.1 Activating at the Queue Manager Level
If you want to capture all activity within a queue manager, you can do this by setting the queue manager
property ACTVTRC(ON).

Figure 31. MQ Explorer - Enable/Disable Activity Trace

While this option is simple to do, it potentially collects a lot of information you would not want to
capture. This could include system activity, monitoring tools such as the MQ explorer and other activity
not tied to the applications to trace.
If you know which applications to trace, it is better to include them in mqat.ini and leave ACTVTRC(OFF)
as explained below. When this method is used, it is important that you use mqat.ini to exclude
applications that you do not want to capture. A method to determine which applications to exclude is
to:
•

Activate the trace for a period of time and then set it back off.

•

Review the application breakdown viewlet.

•

Identify application names that you do not want to collect.
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•

Add these entries into the mqat.ini file for the queue manager(s) using a specific or generic
reference, for example nsq* would exclude any application beginning with nsq.
For this method, the messages are sent to the SYSTEM.ADMIN.TRACE.ACTIVITY.QUEUE. The collector as
configured in chapter 4 is set up to read from this queue, no further action is needed. You should also
review the maximum message depth as the default is 3000 trace messages which may be too small
when tracing a large number of applications.

5.2.2 Activating for Specific Applications Using mqat.ini
This method can be used when you have specific applications to track. As soon as you add an entry and
save this member, the application will be traced the next time it connects to the queue manager. The
mqat.ini file is found in the queue manager folder and can be edited with any text editor. This method
cannot be used for the MQ appliance since only the default stanza can be changed, not application
specific entries.
There are 2 sections to this member, the defaults at the top and the application specific sections at the
bottom. As a general suggestion, set the defaults to the values you want to use for most applications.
The following is a recommended set of default values:
# Global settings stanza, default values
AllActivityTrace:
ActivityInterval=5
ActivityCount=100
TraceLevel=MEDIUM
TraceMessageData=1000
StopOnGetTraceMsg=ON
SubscriptionDelivery=BATCHED
This indicates:
•

A single application trace entry will be written after 5 seconds or up to 100 MQ calls, whichever
comes first. Higher numbers provide better performance but larger messages to process.

•

The level of detail is MEDIUM which satisfies most queries.

•

Up to 1000 bytes of message payload will be captured. Capturing message payload is valuable
to allow capturing specific application information. In some cases, you may not be permitted to
capture payload.

•

If the trace attempts to capture an application that is consuming trace events, the collection for
that application is terminated (to eliminate infinite loops).

•

Subscriptions are batched for delivery. This is relevant to the next section on subscriptions.

The mqat.ini file then contains the application to include and exclude.
Examples:
ApplicationTrace:
ApplName=amqsget*
Trace=ON
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ApplicationTrace:
ApplName=amqsput*
Trace=ON
The reason for using generics in these examples is that Window’s application names include the .exe and
to also include the client versions, amqsgetc.
You can also use generics to include a group of applications and then a more specific definition to
exclude a portion of them.
For example:
ApplicationTrace:
ApplName=amqs*
Trace=ON
ApplicationTrace:
ApplName=amqsact*
Trace=OFF
This will trace all sample amqs applications but exclude amqsact.
As noted above, you can also override a specific value here, such as changing the amount of payload
data collected.
ApplicationTrace:
ApplName=amqsput*
Trace=ON
TraceMessageData=500
When adding an entry for a running application, you may want to start tracing immediately rather than
at next startup. In this case, an ALTER QMGR command will trigger application tracing.
For this method, the messages are sent to the SYSTEM.ADMIN.TRACE.ACTIVITY.QUEUE. The collector as
configured in chapter 4 is set up to read from this queue, no further action is needed. You should also
review the maximum message depth as the default is 3000 trace messages which may be too small
when tracing a large number of applications.

5.2.3 Activating Using a Subscription for Applications,
Channels or Connections
This method is similar to using the mqat.ini file but instead of editing the mqat.ini file, you use
subscriptions to specify which applications to trace. It also supports subscribing to a channel or a
connection. This is the only method that can be used with the MQ appliance to selectively trace. All
application activity for the appliance is client based. Being able to trace a channel means that there is
no need to know which applications are running, which simplifies the configuration.
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The subscriptions can be defined statically or dynamically. When defining statically, one of the benefits
is that you control the destination, rather than using the SYSTEM queue. You would change the
XRayMQ_parser.xml file to use this queue.
Dynamic subscriptions are useful when doing adhoc testing. To use dynamic subscriptions, modify
XRayMQ_parser.xml to include the subscription. In this case, there are no queues to configure.
However, the collector must be running in order to collect data.
An advantage of using subscriptions is that it takes effect immediately even for running applications,
removing the need for altering the QMGR.
A disadvantage of this method is that traces are based on the default settings in mqat.ini. As an
example, all applications will collect the same amount of message content.
To use this method the collector needs to be reconfigured to use the target queue or the topic required.

5.3 Verification
At this point, you should have data being collected in your repository. Allow a few minutes before
returning to the GUI. Refresh the Summary Dashboard or MQ Call Analysis viewlet within the GUI. It
should now show data collected from your environment.
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Chapter 6: Using the Mobile Application
Android mobile users can view Nastel XRay information on these devices. Perform the following steps
to enable access.

6.1 Generating an Access Token for the Mobile
Device
The first step is to create an access token for logging in from the mobile device. Do this from the
browser version by selecting User Settings > Personal Tokens.

Figure 32. User Settings – Personal Tokens

The Peronsal Tokens dialog window opens. Click the Generate token button located at the bottom to
create a new token.

Figure 33. Generate Token Button
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In the token that is generated, make sure that the Query right is set to Active. If it is set to Inactive,
simply click on it to toggle to Active.

Figure 34. Set Query to Active

After creating a new token, allow 5 minutes for it to be fully provisioned. While that is being done, you
can download and prepare the mobile application.

6.2 Install and Setup Your Mobile Device
Search for Nastel XRay in the Google Play Store or Apple Store, either on your device or when logged on
to the same account on the web. Look for the Nastel XRay logo and select it.

Figure 35. Nastel XRay in Google Play Store
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Click Install and wait for the application to be installed on your device. When opening the app for the
first time, you will need to setup a profile.

Figure 36. Profile Setup

Click Begin to add your profile.

Figure 37. Add Profile

For your docker instance, use the URL provided after creating your docker instance (also used for logging
on from a browser).
After clicking next, your camera will activate and begin scanning for your access token. On your browser
session, click on the QR code icon in front of the access token.
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Figure 38. QR Code Icon

Aim your camera at the QR code and after the token displays, click Next. If you do not have a camera,
you can also enter the access token manually using your keyboard and then clicking Next.
Give your profile a name and click Add.

Figure 39. Profile Name

You will be returned to the main screen, with your profile shown and a login prompt.

Figure 40. Login Prompt
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Click LOG IN to continue to your Nastel XRay data.
If you receive a message that the service is unavailable, your access token has not completed
provisioning. Wait a minute and try again.
As in the browser example, the best way to demonstrate the mobile app capabilities until you have your
own data is with the sample repositories. Click on the main menu icon
and on the left-hand side,
select Repositories > Global > Sample-IBM_MQ_Tracing.

Figure 41. Sample-IBM_MQ_Tracing

You can either click on or scroll to the MQ Call Analysis dashboard. As discussed earlier, on this
dashboard you can see the number of calls being traced by the Queue Manager.

Figure 42. MQ Call Analysis
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Another dashboard that is valuable on the mobile device is MQ Error Analysis. It shows the number and
types of errors that are being traced.

Figure 43. MQ Error Analysis
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